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Identifying block rotations from remanent magnetization effect: Example
from northern Central Turkey
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One of the difficulties in interpreting magnetic anomaly data is the distortion caused by rock body magnetiza-
tion. There have been several successful studies carried out on the estimation of body magnetization based on
the correlation of the Bouguer and magnetic anomaly data. A number of other significant research projects have
aimed at identifying the effect of remanent magnetization in magnetic data only. In this paper, we present a three-
dimensional method for determining the body magnetization direction by means of comparing the amplitude of
the analytic signal with the horizontal gradient of pseudogravity of magnetic anomaly using the correlation coef-
ficient equation. The method has been successfully applied to test cases and is applied here to the aeromagnetic
anomalies located in northern Central Turkey. Anomalies displaying individual polarities were separated out and
correlated with themselves using the correlation coefficient equation. Counter-clockwise rotations in the range of
3◦ and 174◦ were determined. Clockwise rotations were determined in the range of 19◦ and 153◦. The inclination
of the body magnetization directions for one of the blocks was estimated to be 68.4◦, while all other blocks had
a low inclination angle of body magnetization in the range of 32◦ to 57◦. These results may imply that these
blocks gained their magnetizations when Turkey was at low latitudes. Possible buried faults are also identified.
The results reported here comply with the new mobilistic theory.
Key words: Magnetic anomaly, correlation coefficient function, northern Central Anatolia, block rotation, buried
faults.

1. Introduction
One of the earliest and significant studies aimed at iden-

tifying the remanent magnetization direction was published
by Zeitz and Henderson (1956), who interpreted the shape
of the anomalies to estimate the body magnetization. Bara-
nov (1957) subsequently was the first to obtain the transfor-
mation of pseudogravity by converting magnetic anomalies
into (pseudo)-gravity anomalies. This conversion is impor-
tant as a means to estimate the direction of body magneti-
zation correctly to produce a successful transformation.
Roest et al. (1992) interpreted magnetic anomalies using

the three-dimensional analytical signal and suggested that
the analytical signal defines the outlines of the magnetic
sources. Roest and Pilkington (1993) proposed a method
for estimating the direction of magnetization; however, be-
cause of the non-uniqueness of magnetic modelling, addi-
tional constraints were needed. Consequently, they cross-
correlated the analytical signal, which is assumed to show
edges of the source body, with the horizontal pseudograv-
ity gradient. The reduction to pole, with the correct angle
of the body magnetization, was transformed into the hori-
zontal derivative of pseudogravity, producing a satisfactory
result. The estimated body magnetization was later used
by Blakely and Simpson (1986) to obtain three-dimensional
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maxima of the horizontal gradient of pseudogravity map.
Bilim and Ates (1999) correlated the Bouguer and pseu-
dogravity anomaly data of the same area to estimate the
magnetization direction. Their method was sensitive to the
ratio of density to magnetization (ρ/J ). Recently, Bilim
and Ates (2004) further improved their earlier method us-
ing Meyer’s (1965) correlation coefficient equation (r ). The
correlation was not sensitive to the density to magnetization
ratio (ρ/J ), and the synthetic examples demonstrated a suc-
cessful estimation of magnetization direction.
In this paper, we used Meyer’s (1965) correlation co-

efficient equation (r ) for the three-dimensional magnetic-
to-magnetic correlation. Hence, the analytic signal was
correlated with the horizontal derivative of pseudogravity.
Test cases demonstrated a successful estimation of the di-
rection of body magnetization. The application of this
method to the aeromagnetic anomalies of northern Cen-
tral Turkey in a faulted area demonstrated both clockwise
and counter-clockwise block rotations and the possibility of
buried faults. Most of the blocks displayed a low inclination
angle of body magnetization, which could be indicative of
a northwards drift of Turkey following the acquisition of
magnetization.
The anticlockwise rotation of Turkey is well documented.

Sanver and Ponat (1981) suggested a 90◦ anticlockwise
rotation of the Kirsehir Block based on palaeomagnetic
data, and Rotstein (1984) made a similar suggestion based
on tectonic and seismological studies. McClusky et al.
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Fig. 1. Steps of the method summarized in a simplified diagram.

(2000) recently demonstrated anticlockwise rotation and
the westward movement of the Anatolia based on GPS mea-
surements. In addition, a number of other studies have
demonstrated both anticlockwise rotation and occurrences
of clockwise rotations. These studies include those of
Saribudak et al. (1990), who demonstrated clockwise ro-
tation of the Almacik Flake, northwest of Turkey, based on
palaeomagnetic studies, and Piper et al. (2002), who sug-
gested both the anticlockwise rotation of the Cappadocia,
Central Turkey, as well as the clockwise rotation of the
western extremity of Cappadocia, based on palaeomagnetic
data. The analysis of aeromagnetic anomalies of the Cap-
padocia by Büyüksarac et al. (2005) also indicated both
anticlockwise and clockwise rotations. Anatolia was in
this collision zone and at the centre of a strained location.
The opposite directions of rotations of the microblocks can
thus be well correlated with the new mobilistic theory de-
scribed by Storetvedt (2003) and we explain here our re-
sults in terms of a new theory called the “mobilistic system”
(Storetvedt, 2003).

2. The Method
The method proposed in this paper is similar to that pro-

posed by Roest and Pilkington (1993) who determined the
direction of magnetization using the cross correlation of the
analytic signal with the horizontal derivative of the pseudo-
gravity of magnetic data. Their method is sensitive to the
magnetization declination.
The correlation coefficient equation (r ) of Meyer (1965)

has recently been used to determine the direction of body
magnetization from the Bouguer and magnetic anomaly
data (Bilim and Ates, 2004). In this paper, we used Meyer’s
correlation coefficient equation (r ) to correlate the three-

Fig. 2. (a) Magnetic anomaly map with 7% in terms of 32 km (X=Y
distance) random error, (b) contour map of correlation coefficient (r ) of
Fig. 7(a).

dimensional analytic signal and the horizontal derivative of
the pseudogravity of magnetic data.
Meyer’s (1965) correlation coefficient equation (r ) is:
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d
(1)
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Table 1. Parameters of synthetic model.

Body xt xb yt yb ht hb D0 I0 Db Ib J

(degree) (degree) (A·m−1)

1 8 10 17 19 1 4 4 55 80 50 1

2 10 12 8 10 2 3 4 55 80 50 1

3 19 20 13 19 2 3 4 55 80 50 1

xt and xb = Extension of model from x to x in the X direction. yt and yb = Extension of model from y to y in the Y
direction. ht = Top of model. hb = Bottom of model. I0 = Inclination of geomagnetic field. D0 = Declination of
geomagnetic field. Ib = Inclination of a body magnetization. Db = Declination of a body magnetization. J= Intensity of
magnetization.

where r is the correlation coefficient, G(i, j) is the ana-
lytic signal, P(i, j) is the horizontal derivative of the pseu-
dogravity transformation of the magnetic anomalies, and n
and m are the number of points in the X and Y spatial direc-
tions, respectively. The method searches for the maximum
correlation between these two data sets that have been trans-
formed from magnetic anomalies. Steps of the method are
summarized given below and depicted in a simplified dia-
gram in Fig. 1.
2.1 Reduction to the pole
If the magnetization and ambient field are not vertical,

magnetic anomalies are not located over the sources of the
magnetic anomalies, thereby causing distortion in the shape
of magnetic anomaly. Reduction to the pole (RTP) transfor-
mation reproduces the magnetic field of the causative body
as if it was at the magnetic pole, whereas the magnetization
and ambient field would be vertical (Blakely, 1995). Af-
ter RTP transformation, magnetic anomalies are centered on
the sources symmetrically. The RTP transformation equa-
tion in the Fourier domain is given by Blakely (1995) as:

F [�Tr ] = F [ψr ] F [�T ] , (2)

where

F [ψr ] = |k|2
a1k2

x + a2k2
y + a3kx ky + i |k| (b1kx + b2ky

) ,

|k| �= 0, (3)

where F = the Fourier transformation; �Tr = the RTP
anomaly; �T = the magnetic anomaly; k = (

ikx , iky, |k|)
; m̂ = (

m̂x , m̂y, m̂z
)
and f̂ =

(
f̂x , f̂ y, f̂z

)
= unit vectors

in the direction of the magnetization and in the direction of
the ambient field, respectively; a1 = m̂z f̂z − m̂x f̂x ,, a2 =
m̂z f̂z − m̂ y f̂ y,, a3 = −m̂ y f̂x − m̂x f̂ y,, b1 = m̂x f̂z + m̂z f̂x ,,
b2 = m̂ y f̂z + m̂z f̂ y .
2.2 Pseudogravity transformation
The magnetic anomaly is converted into the gravity

anomaly with respect to Poisson’s relation (Baranov, 1957).
The relationship between pseudogravity (gp) and magnetic
potential (V ) in the Fourier domain is given by

F
[
gp

] = B(
m̂z + i m̂x kx +m̂ y ky

|k|
) F [V ] (4)

(Blakely, 1995). Where B is a constant.
2.3 Analytic signal
The analytic signal is formed by the horizontal and

vertical gradient of the magnetic anomaly. In the three-

Fig. 3. (a) Simplified major tectonic divisions of Turkey. MS: Marmara
Sea; AF: Almacik Flake, (b) the tectonic division and distribution of ma-
jor lineaments in Central Turkey. The large open arrow shows relative
motion of the Arabian plate. The smaller half arrows show the direc-
tions of movement on major strike-slip faults. NAFZ: North Anatolian
Fault Zone; EAFZ: East Anatolian Fault Zone; SLF: Salt Lake Fault;
KEF: Kirikkale-Erbaa Fault; AFZ: Almus Fault Zone; EFZ: Ecemis
Fault Zone; CATB: Central Anatolian Thrust Belt; DSFZ: Dead Sea
Fault Zone (modified from GURSOY et al., 1998).

dimensional case, the analytic signal is given by

A(x, y) = ∂T

∂x
î + ∂T

∂y
ĵ + i

∂T

∂z
k̂. (5)

Where, î , ĵ , and k̂ are the unit vectors in the x , y, z di-
rections, respectively. T is the magnetic anomaly. From
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Fig. 4. The residual total aeromagnetic anomaly map of the study region
in northern Central Turkey. Contour interval is 50 nT. Solid and bro-
ken arrows show positive to negative peak directions of the anomalous
regions. Solid arrows show clockwise rotations. Broken arrows show
anticlockwise rotations. R1–R10 indicate the selected regions. Lows
are hatched.

Fig. 5. Contour map of correlation coefficient (r ) for region 1 in the
aeromagnetic anomaly map (Fig. 9).

Eq. (5), the amplitude function of the analytic signal is

|A (x, y)| =
√(

∂T

∂x

)2

+
(

∂T

∂y

)2

+
(

∂T

∂z

)2

. (6)

3. Synthetic Example
The method was tested with the magnetic anomalies of

three magnetized models that closely resemble each other
(Table 1) and which were produced using a body magneti-
zation with 80◦ declination and 50◦ inclination angles. For
this purpose, 7%, in terms of 32 km (X=Y distance) ran-
dom error was added to the X and Y locations of the anoma-
lies. Magnetic anomaly of the model was calculated with a
computer program using the Goodacre’s (1973) algorithm.
Figure 2(a) shows the magnetic anomalies, including the
7% random error. The contour map of the correlation co-
efficient (r ) for the error percentage is given in Fig. 2(a).
The estimated declination and inclination angles of the body

Table 2. Results of correlations of the selected ten regions in the study
area calculated from the aeromagnetic anomalies (Fig. 3).

Estimated directions of body magnetization

Declination Inclination

Region no (degree) (degree)

1 −3 45

2 19 49

3 153 44

4 −16 44

5 150 57

6 −174 39

7 −44.5 68.4

8 −48 41

9 87 32

10 82.5 43

Fig. 6. Synthetic magnetic anomaly map of prismatic shaped models
with dimensions of 4×4×2 km. Calculated declination and inclination
angles (Table 2) were used.

magnetization for the 7% error are 77◦ and 54.5◦, respec-
tively (Fig. 2(b)).

4. Field Example
Figure 3 shows the location of an area in northern Cen-

tral Turkey, where the method is applied to the residual total
aeromagnetic anomalies (Fig. 4). The aeromagnetic data of
the study region, gridded at 2.5-km intervals, were obtained
from the General Directorate of Mineral Research and Ex-
ploration (MTA) of Turkey. Flight lines distances vary from
each other at distances of between 1 and 2 km. The spacing
between the sampling intervals is approximately 70 m, at a
mean terrain clearance of 600 m from the ground surface.
We subsequently carried out the International Geomagnetic
Reference Field (IGRF) correction on the gridded data uti-
lizing Baldwin and Langel’s (1993) algorithm for the year
1982.5 (October 1982). The total residual aeromagnetic in-
tensity map (Fig. 4) was contoured with 50-nT intervals af-
ter the removal of the IGRF.
The residual aeromagnetic map is dominated by many

anomalies, mostly disoriented from the N-S direction, im-
plying the presence of remanent magnetization. Ten se-
lected anomalies were constrained into small sizes so to
cover their positive and negative anomaly couples, and they
are labelled from R1 to R10 in Fig. 4. Their directions
of magnetization were then calculated using the correlation
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Fig. 7. Aeromagnetic anomaly map of the study region. Lows are
hatched. Faults observed at the surface are overlaid. Solid and broken
black arrows are present. Solid blue arrows show calculated clockwise
rotations; broken blue arrows show calculated anticlockwise rotations.
Broken lines labeled with A and B show possible locations of buried
faults resulting from the block rotations. Regions I, III and II are
rotating anticlockwise and clockwise directions with different speeds,
respectively. Red arrows indicate main movements of the suggested
faults and blocks I, II and III.

coefficient equation (r ) given in Eq. (1). Figure 5 shows the
correlation contour map of region 1. The estimated incli-
nation and declination angles of the body magnetization for
the ten regions are given in Table 2.
Anomalous regions 1, 4, 6, 7, and 8 demonstrated nega-

tive declination angles varying from −3◦ to −174◦, while
anomalous regions 2, 3, 5, 9, and 10 demonstrated positive
declination angles varying from 19◦ to 153◦. Negative and
positive declinations are projected in Fig. 4 from the peak
to the trough of the anomalies with broken and continuous
arrows, respectively.
The corresponding synthetic map of the anomalies was

generated to compare the real map and the synthetic map.
Prismatic shaped models were used with dimensions of
4×4×2 km. Calculated declination and inclination an-
gles were used to produce the synthetic magnetic anoma-
lies (Fig. 6). The orientations of the negative and positive
peaks of the synthetic anomalies resemble that of the aero-
magnetic anomalies shown in Fig. 4.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
In the test cases reported here, we have demonstrated that

our method of estimating the direction of the magnetization
was succesful. The method was also tested with three close
anomalies. When a 7% random error introduced into the co-
ordinates of the three close anomalies, the declination and
inclination angles of the body magnetization were estimated
at 77◦ and 54.5◦, respectively. The test cases produced suc-
cessful results in terms of the magnetic to magnetic cor-
relation using the correlation coefficient equation (r ). The
method was applied to the aeromagnetic anomalies (Fig. 4)
of a faulted area in northern Central Turkey (Fig. 3).
Application of this method to the ten disoriented, selected

shaped anomalous regions of the aeromagnetic anomalies

Fig. 8. Geology map of the study region (after Bingol, 1989).

of a tectonically active region in northern Central Turkey
indicated clockwise and anticlockwise block rotations. The
clockwise rotations ranged between 19◦E and 153◦E, and
the anticlockwise rotations ranged between−3◦ and−174◦.
Anticlockwise rotations appear to occur in the north and
south, while the clockwise rotations appear to occur in the
middle of the region. Based on these results, we suggest
that buried faults are present in the region along the E-W
direction, parallel to the main fault trend (Fig. 7). The area
can be divided into three blocks (I, II and III) in terms of
the rotations of the selected individual anomalies. On the
basis of the rotations of the anomalous bodies, the study
area has been rotating in the anticlockwise (blocks I and
III) and clockwise (block II) directions under the effect
of the African Block. In the northern hemisphere, mag-
netic anomalies of a dipolar source bodies can have a pos-
itive peak in the south and a smaller negative peak in the
north. If the bodies causing the magnetic anomalies gained
their magnetization during a reversed magnetization time,
smaller positive peaks can be present. Our investigation of
the eight anomalies selected for study indicate that the neg-
ative peaks of anomaly numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
are smaller than their positive peaks. Two anomalies, num-
bers 9 and 10, appear have equal-sized negative and positive
peaks. These results indicate that the magnetized bodies in
most of the area gained their magnetization during a normal
polarity time.
The simplified geological map of the region (Bingol,

1989) (Fig. 8) shows faults that are approximately elon-
gated in the E-W direction. Metamorphic rocks in the north
and south of the region are observed that produce a mag-
netic anomaly at low to medium amplitude. These meta-
morphic rocks in the north are of Palaeozoic-Triassic period
(Bingol, 1989) and are found as a deformed complex con-
sisting of essentially ophiolitic masses, shallow and deep
sea sediments, and submarine volcanics. It is therefore
possible to suggest that ophiolites carry magnetized bod-
ies and that the metamorphic formations gained their mag-
netization during the metamorphism stage. In the south
positive sharp anomalies may be caused by gabbroic in-
trusions beneath the granitic formations seen in this area.
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Gabbroic formation outcrops are present in the western ex-
tremity of the area. The thick layer of metamorphic rocks
in the north behaves as a rigid barrier. This barrier is
similar to the one present in the Marmara Sea that inter-
cepts the movement of the North Anatolian Fault at depth
(Ates et al., 2003). A fault zone to the south of the meta-
morphic rocks was formed, allowing clockwise and anti-
clockwise rotations within the westward wrenching of the
global lithosphere, as described by the new mobilistic sys-
tem (Storetvedt, 2003).
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